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	Title: Get Set for the Right Pet
	Key Stage:   2
	Topic: Choosing a suitable pet
	Learning Objectives: Pupils should be aware of all the things you need to consider before getting a pet.Pupils should realise that people are responsible for taking care of their pets.Pupils should be able to recognise that pets cost money to look after.
	Learning outcomes: All - Will understand that they're responsible for their pets.Most - Will be able to talk about what they'd need to consider before getting a pet.Some - Will be able to give examples of animals that would make suitable pets and explain their reasoning.
	Subject: Citizenship
	Key words: PDSA                                 Behaviour                     Aggressive                        Research                    ChoiceVet                                     Lifestyle                         Dangerous                        Forever home           ExoticCharity                             Diet                                  Responsibility                  Healthy                       CarePet Hospital                   Space                              Exercise                              Happy                          TimePet                                     Domesticated              Vet bills                              Reasons                      Cost
	Cross curricular links: English:- Listen and respond appropriately to their peers- Ask relevent questions- Justify their opinions- Consider different viewpoints and build on the contributions of others- Participate in discussionsScience:- Ask relevent questions- Identify that animals need the right types and amount of nutrition- Classify animals into groups (pet or not) and give reasons.Maths:-Recognise the value of money
	Key Questions: Would a .... make a good pet or not?                        Are you able to give them a forever home?Are you getting a pet for the right reasons?        Will they have enough space?Have you done enough research?                  Are you able to keep them happy and healthy?
	Resources: PowerPoint presentationAV equipment
	N/C Links: Citizenship:- To talk and write about their opinions and explain their views.- To face new challenges positively be collecting further information, looking for help, making responsible choices and taking action.- To learn about jobs.- To discuss topical issues.- Learn why and how laws are made and enforced.- Realise that there are different kids of responsibilities and duties.
	Activity: Slide 1: IntroSlide 2: PDSA overviewSlide 3:My Pets
	Teacher: Give a brief overview of the session's intention.Explain that PDSA is a charity that looks after pets when owners can't afford to take them to the vet. Tell the children about your pet(s) and share funny stories about them.
	Pupil: Paired discussion and then answers:      - Why is the role of a vet or vet nurse important?- What is a charity?- What do you think would happen to the sick and injured pets if PDSA didn't exist?Children have 30 seconds to tell the child next to them a funny story about their pet. If the child doesn't have a pet they could choose one from tv/film.Hear a few responses from class.
	Time: 2 mins3/5 mins3-5 mins
	Activity3: Slide 4: What do Pets Need?Slide 5: Think about PETSSlide 6: Do your homework!Slide 7: Class petsSlide 8: FiguresSlide 9: Dogs need...Slide 10: Cats need...Slide 11: Rabbits need...Slide 12: Which Pet? ActivitySlide 13: Consider...Slide 14: Feedback from activitySlide 15: Average lifetime costs - dogSlide 16: Average lifetime costs - catSlide 17: Average lifetime costs - rabbitSlide 18: Cost activitySlide 19: Price ListSlide 20: AnswersSlide 21: PerciSlide 22: Perci's costs
	Teacher3: Discuss the 5 Welfare Needs.Ask whose responsibility it is to keep pets healthy and happy.Confirm that owners are responsible for looking after their pet properly.Discuss the slide using the notes.Use the slide notes. Compare the research to doing their own homework. Would they be good at Maths if they didn't do their homework?Ask the class what pets they have.Explain that cats, dogs and rabbits are the most popular pets in the UK and at our PDSA hospitals.Explain what a dog needs to stay happy and healthy using the slide. You may want to use your props or the actions to support you.Explain what a cat needs to stay happy and healthy using the slide. You may want to use your props or the actions to support you.Explain what a pair of rabbits need to stay happy and healthy using the slide. You may want to use your props or the actions to support you.Hand out the case studies to the class and explain the task.Run through the questions on this slide and tell the children they’ll need to consider each of these points for their case-study family. Leave the questions on the board during the activity.  Hear responses from each group - they'll need to give an overview of their family for the rest of the class.Ask the pupils to guess which figure is closest to the average cost of owning a dog.Ask the pupils to guess which figure is closest to the average cost of owning a cat. Ask the pupils to guess which figure is closest to the average cost of owning a pair of rabbits. Hand out the shopping list activity and explain the task to the pupils. Task explanation on the slide notes.Leave this slide up during the activity. Show the total amount for each list and ask the pupils if they got the same answers.Share Perci's story with the class.Share Perci's costs with the class and explain that this is a lot of money.
	Pupil3: 30 seconds talking to the person next to them. Then 30 seconds talking to one other person. Feed back to class.Pupils fill out a tally chart for the pets in their class or within their small groups.Four pupils stand at the front, one is given a cat or a dog (plush).Pupils (in groups) help their case study family choose a pet using what they've learnt so far.Class discussion.Class voteClass voteClass votePupils fill out the amounts on their shopping list templates. Low ability children can just write the amounts in without adding them up.
	Time3: 2 mins2 mins1 min5 mins3 mins2 mins2 mins2 mins1 min5-10 mins5 mins1 min1 min1 min5 mins2 mins2 mins1 min
	Notes2: Timings are approximate and depend on your class.The slides have been designed to meet the National Curriculum areas listed in the box above.Any activity that is verbal, can also be done on paper. It depends on rooming and timing.See the slide notes for more extensive notes. 
	Activity2: Slide 23: Pet Day videoSlide 24:Thanks
	Teacher2: Play the Pet Day videoThank you from PDSA.
	Pupil2:  
	Time2:  4 mins
	Extension activity: Please visit the PetWise website for follow up activities from this session.
	Adaptations for Additional Needs: The PowerPoint is editable so the fonts can be changed and made bigger. The background colour/screen could also be changed if need be.Some children may need adult support when taking part in discussions.Outline what will happen in the session for children with ASD, remove sounds from slides and pre-warn the teacher about the videos.
	Evalution: There will be a pre and post evaluation to measure the impact (see separate sheet).


